Marshall Renews Art Exhibition

Survivors’-First Healing Arts Exhibition

30 DEC 2022 - 04 FEB 2023

375 S MCCASLIN BLVD, SUITE B
Friday, 30 DEC 2022 @ 7PM-10PM

LIVE MUSIC, FLOWING DRINKS, ORIGINAL ART + AUCTION

Allison Jansinski • Jeanne Mitchell • Kate Odice Morris • Michelle Zuccaro • Stephen Fahey • Betsy Cole • Andrew Rash • KT McCoy • Kevin McCormack • Karen Zumbrun • Codi Norton + Dani Wasserman • Tree Bernstein • Monika Edgar • Melody Epperson • Anne Gifford • Deborah Fahey • Carolyn Fahey • Kate Daly • Barbara Holub • Becki Whittington

In the Garden by Monika Edgar